ARCHITECTURAL GUIDELINES WERWE
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1. General Principles
The major attraction of the Fransche Hoek development, from a life-style perspective, is the rural
ambience to be created. This rural ambience is also important from the perspective of the
townsfolk who will have the Fransche Hoek Estate as neighbour, and who want to experience it as
an agricultural estate rather than as a housing estate. The 19 werfs on the Estate form part of the
patchwork quilt of farmyards spread across the floor of the Valley, and should be sympathetic in
scale, form, materials and spatial lay-out to the typical werfs (farms-yards) found in the Winelands,
without thereby being mere copied limitations lacking in individual and creativity.

In designing a system of building controls, we believe it to be more appropriate to outline goals
and objectives to which building plans must conform, and to have proper adjudication procedures
for building plans, than simply to come up with a list of prohibitions. The system of controls is,
therefore, geared towards ensuring that applicants conform to the positives, described in terms of
goals and general principles that will be applied independently by knowledgeable professionals,
along the lines of a quasi-judicial process.

2.

Application procedures i.r.o building plans

If a system of controls is to be based on a set of goals and principles (much like our non-codified
common law), then it is imperative that the decision-making be of a “judicial” nature, rather than
“political”.

By this is meant that independent, qualified professionals should adjudge the

appropriateness of plans, and not committees of residents who may be subjected to influencing,
quid pro quo’s and factionalism.

For each structure:
 all building plans must be drawn by a registered architect;
 the architect must certify, in writing, that he has studied these guidelines and the
Todeschini and Japha Reports, that he has familiarized himself therewith and that in
 his professional opinion his plans conform to the spirit and intent there-of;
 before preparing sketch plans, the architect must attend a site meeting with the Property
Owners’ architect (the POA – Messrs. Dennis Moss Partnership) to discuss positioning on
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the land and general design principles (all interaction with the Property Owners’ architect
shall be at the cost of the applicant);
 Sketch plans must be submitted to the POA, who shall comment in writing there-on
within three weeks of receipt there-of;
 Full building plans, including a landscaping plan, may be submitted only after the sketch
plans have been provisionally approved by the POA, and must be submitted to the POA,
the Chair of the Property Owners’ Association and to each of the immediate neighbours,
as directed by the POA.
 The POA may seek, and may take cognizance of opinions expressed by the Property
Owners’ Association and neighbours, but shall not be bound thereby, being bound only
and absolutely to ensure the implementation of these guidelines and the goals and
principles they set and advance;
 The POA shall respond to the plans within four weeks of receipt there-of, and shall – if not
in agreement therewith – request a meeting with the applicants’ architect to try and
harmonise the plans with the goals and principles in these guidelines;
 Once the plans have been approved in writing by the POA, they may be submitted by the
applicant to the Local Authority, which shall include referral to the Franschhoek
Aesthetics Committee for comment (in terms of these guidelines);
 Should the POA not find himself able, after dialogue with the applicant, to certify the
plans as approved by him, then he shall forthwith inform the applicant accordingly, in
writing, briefly outlining his reasons for his decision;
 The applicant may at this point either submit amended plan to the POA, or request that
the matter be referred to the Property Owners’ architectural arbitrator (Mr. Henry
Aikman), who shall consider it in as expeditious and informal a manner as he deems
consonant with the principles of equity and natural justice, but whose decision shall be
final and binding.
 The decision must be rendered within three weeks of the matter having been submitted
to the arbitrator, must briefly state reasons and suggest solutions (if any seem possible)
and must be guided solely by these guidelines and the goals and principles enunciated
therein, the cost of arbitration (irrespective of outcome) being the account of the
applicant;
 The Property Owners’ Associations may remove and replace the POA and the Arbitrator
only with a 75% (seventy five per cent) majority vote at a special general meeting of each
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Association, after fourteen days written notice to all property owners of each such
meeting had been given.

3.

Guidelines

Fransche Hoek Estate werf buildings will harmonise with the architectural vernacular of historic
Franschhoek by respecting the following design principles:

No cloned Cape Dutch, Victorian or Georgian replicas may be built; all structures should be
products of their own era, though sympathetic to the evolving Franschhoek style.

In the Todeschini and Japha report it is recommended that a sensitive approach to the sitting of
buildings, adoption of traditional scale, use of block forms, colour and materials, is required to
ensure that new buildings harmonise with the character of the valley.

Guidelines provides here-below, pertain to the following:

1. Building Form
2. Length of Building fronts
3. Width and Height of Building Structures
4. Building Coverage
5. Building Platform
6. Garages and Carports
7. Roofs
- Gabled roof
- Flat roof
8. Stoeps and Verandahs (with roofs)
9. Linking Elements (walls)
10. Exterior Walls
11. Windows and doors
12. Burglar bars an security gates
13. Service
14. Chimneys
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15. External Lights
16. Landscaping

3.1

Building Form

Buildings will be designed in accordance with the “letter of the alphabet “ traditional building form
which provides historic precedents as is illustrated in Figure 3

X

Y

Figure 2: Illustration of the “Figure of the Alphabet
Building Form”

3.2

Length of Building Fronts
Figure 3: Illustration of
Appropriate Building Proportion
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The principle is to strive for well-proportioned buildings, as illustrated on the sketch below. No
building fronts on the sides, front or back of a structure may extend for more than 20 metres.
Being “werfs”, built structure should not consist of one contiguous unit under a single roof, but
should rather be multiple units configured to resemble to the typical farmyard that used i.a. to
consist of a manor house, plus “jonkmanshuis” (secondary, or often original home on the werf)
and outbuildings such as stable and sheds, linked by means of walls, portals, walkways and stoeps.
3.3

Width and height of building structures

Core
Building

Abutmen

Width of Core Building 7.0m

Maximum
t
Width 5 m

In keeping with the rural architectural
building form, the width and heights of
buildings and roof pitch angles are regulated.
The width of any section of the building will
be limited to 7.0m, the wall plate height to
3.6m and roof pitch to 40°. All buildings shall
be single storey. The roof space may be
utilized for loft spaces (no dormer windows).
To allow for greater width, abutments will be
allowed, as shown on the sketch plans
illustrated below.

Figure 4: Illustration of Building
Dimensions

3.4

Building Coverage

A covering factor of 50% will be allowed.

3.5

Building Platforms

Building platforms will be regulated to avoid unsightly “cut and fill” on visually sensitive slopes, as
is illustrated on the sketch plans below.
Max 1.2 m
E

Figure 5: Illustration of Building Platforms
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3.6

Garage and Carports

Garage must be positioned in order that garage door do not fall within focal points. Only single
garage doors will be allowed.

3.7

Roofs

3.7.1 Gable roof construction.
Only double pitched roofs with gable walls will be allowed on core buildings.
Roof pitch to be at 40° and must be symmetrical at gable ends.
Gable walls may project above the roof surface as parapets or may terminate at the roof surface in
which case the roof covering is carried over the head of the wall to form a verge, as the slopping
edge of the roof is called. No central gables will be allowed on front facades except for the
traditional rounded Franschhoek “wolf nose” in the case of thatch roofs.
Roof materials for pitched roofs;
The following materials may be utilized:
(i)
(ii)

Corrugated S-profile metal roof sheeting with charcoal colour hand paintmat finish (no
Chromadek or Colomet finish).
Thatch roofs with good quality Albertina “dekriet”.

Figure 6:
Gable wall with double-pitched roof and
parapet wall on lower level.:

Figure 7:
Gables with clipped roof ends

3.7.2 Flat roof construction
Structure may be linked with flat-roofed sections and under-cover walkways, but their bulk should
be broken and hidden by the planting of trees in between (such as home orchards).
Roof materials for flat roofs
The following materials can be considered:
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3.8

(i)

Corrugated S-profile metal roof sheeting with charcoal colour hand paint mat finish (no
Chromadek or Colomet finish).

(ii)

Other materials such as reinforced concrete with waterproofing and crushed stone
chips.

(iii)

Skylights may be used to permit light into interior spaces, though it should be visible on
elevation;

(iv)

Shade cloth must be hidden behind bargeboards or parapet walls. Only grey shade
cloth will be allowed.

Stoeps and verandahs (with roofs)

Maximum use should be made of stoeps. Large windows surfaces must be behind stoeps and
verandahs.
Stoeps must be coherent with and complement the main building in design and use of materials.
Verandahs columns and rainwater downpipes to be designed to be compatible.
Stoeps can be covered with a lean-to roof of which the minimum gradient is 15°. The roof
structure can be exposed or a ceiling may be provided.
Alternatively, stoeps can be covered with a pergola with evenly spaced rafters with creepers such
as vines or canvas or similar soft material. Only natural uniform colours without patterns will be
accepted.
Stoeps can be covered with flat roofs behind parapet walls.

3.9

Linking Element

Walls that serve as linking elements are to be used to define the “werf” area of every plot and to
link building structures.
These walls can have archways (sometimes closed with “stable-like” doors), and coachmans’
entrances.
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Figure 8
Typical coachman’s
entrance

Figure 9
Wall as linking element with pedestrian archway

The use of low boundary walls to a maximum height of 0.75m to 1.2m and a minimum thickness of
0.44m is encouraged to define the “werf” of every plot.

3.10

Exterior Walls

Walls should be plastered with a wood trowel finish and painted in muted earth colours. White
(not brilliant) may only be used once a mature landscape with shade trees has been achieved in
the surrounding garden, to avoid glaring reflection off the walls.

3.11

Windows and doors

Windows must be to the proportion 1:1,5 to 1:2, proportion vertically.
Windows in the section of wall beneath the wall plate and above ground floor ceiling height are
called clerestory or ventilator windows, as described and illustrated under “Utilisation of roof
space” earlier. The maximum size of the windows are 600mm x 900mm and these windows can
be orientated horizontally. They must not be to close to the roof line.
Timber windows, doors, shutter and ventilators can be varnished or painted in the approved
accent colours.
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As per Plascon Colour Code or similar approved:
WAA17 (Bay Blue)
G861 (Monument Green)
E28/6 (Gunpowder)
Pure White
Simple articulated plasterbands will be encouraged, with a width
of between 120mm and 200mm. Plasterbands and window sills
must be painted the same colour. The wall colour or pure white
can be used.
No “Winblock” or other pre-cast concrete windows, glass block
windows, or leaded windows with diamond pattern or bay
windows will be allowed.
Aluminium type windows and doors can only be considered if the
windows and doors are epoxy powder coated in white or any of
the accent colours specified above.

3.12

Burglar bars and security gates

Figure 10: Plastered window sill.
Plaster band forming flat arch
above window will be permitted.

No externally mounted burglar bars allowed.
Burglar bars and security gates must complement the building’s design and overall appearance.
Burglar bars built into the window frame as by “Swartland Timber” or similar may also be used.
Members should preferably be hidden behind window mullions.

3.13

Services

Television aerials and satellite dishes should be fitted below main building eaves line and must not
be prominent.
Sewer and vent pipes to be concealed in vertical ducting within the wall plane of the building.
All telephone and electrical cable reticulation on the property should be underground. No
overhead masts or wires are permitted.
Air-conditioning condenser units to be installed at ground level, and screened within a 1,2m
height taken above the ground floor, finished floor level. Window mounted units will not be
allowed.
Solar heated hot water systems are encourages. Remote tank and solar panels must be used. i.e.
combined tank and panels on roof not allowed. The panels are not to be visible to passers-by.
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3.14

Chimneys

These are important elements in the architectural composition of the house. Plastered and
painted masonary chimney will be allowed. The colour of chimneys must match the colour of the
main dwelling. The highest point of the chimney must be a maximum of one metre above the
ridgeline of the roof.

3.15

External Lights

Lights on walls at the front door, garage or entrances form a welcome guide for visitors and play
both a functional and aesthetic role.
Buildings may not be flood-lit and security lighting must be movement-sensitive and not burn all
night.

3.16. Landscaping
In compiling a plant list, it must be striven to include at least 80% plants that are indigenous to
South Africa (preferably a wide variety of plants for the sake of biodiversity, and by preference
indigenous to Western Cape) and no more than 20% non-indigenous plants. No plants prohibited
by law may be planted, or allowed to grow on the property. The percentages will be calculated on
ground covered. Excluding from the foregoing are fruit and olives trees in home orchards (lawn
should be “buffelsgras”, and is likewise excluded for the purpose of calculating compliance with
the percentages).
Gardening must be done in conformity to the IPW standards applied to the surrouding vineyards,
and adhere to the Environmental Management Plan for the Estate. Soft landscaping must give
identity to specific areas and enhance their roles.
Trees and tall plants may not impede the views of neighbours.
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